We discuss a network of Kitaev wires coupled to several individually-tunable quantum dots as an extension of the recent experiments on a quantum dot coupled to a nanowire hosting Majorana zero modes [Deng et al. Science 354 1557 and Deng et al. arXiv:1712.03536 (2017]. The setup features localized Majorana modes with exact zero energy and we show that they can be manipulated by solely acting on the quantum dots. A braiding process can be obtained by arranging three wires as a trijunction and a charge readout of the quantum dots can be used to reveal the non-Abelian statistics of Majorana zero modes. The setup can be scaled up to serve the more advanced purposes of topological quantum computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
After their introduction in 1937 in the context of the relativistic Dirac equation 1 , Majorana fermions have recently experienced a renewed interest for their relevance in the description of some low-dimensional and superconducting topological models [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In this context, they typically bind to defects (e.g. vortices in the p+ip model 10 ) or to boundaries between topological and nontopological phases (e.g. at the edges of Kitaev's chain 11 ); they are zero-energy modes whose appearance is topologically protected from small perturbations. Remarkably, Majorana zero modes (MZM) exhibit an exchange statistics that is neither bosonic nor fermionic: they are non-Abelian anyons and as such they imply a degeneracy of the many-body ground state 12 . The topological protection of MZMs gave them a very special status: they lie at the heart of current proposals for hardware-based fault-tolerant quantum computation [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Their non-Abelian statistics can be used to perform non-trivial operations on the ground states through the adiabatic exchange of two anyon positions, which is described by their braiding group [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Since it is not sufficient for performing universal quantum computation, it has been suggested that projective measurements could be used to implement the missing gates [37] [38] [39] . There have been important experimental progresses in the recent years regarding the realization and observation of MZMs in solid-state devices. The community has focused on hybrid semiconductor-superconductor setups [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] and chains of magnetic adatoms coupled to conventional superconductors [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . The recent proposals for MZMs in two-dimensional electron gases proximitized to superconductors promise a new generation of platforms significantly less affected by disorder 60, 61 . Yet, discerning MZMs from the variety of phenomena producing sub-gap states is still an experimental challenge 62, 63 . In order to distinguish topological and trivial excitations without performing braiding, it has been suggested that a quantum dot (QD) could be used as a probe of the non-locality of MZM [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . The key idea is to alter the zero-bias conductance measurements by adding a tunable QD between the lead and the wire: the entire conductance pattern observed as the dot is tuned through resonance provides information about topological properties. The successful experimental realization of such a device and the characterization of the non-local nature of the zero-energy excitation 50, 51 demonstrate that nanowires coupled to QDs are an experimentally practical and promising route for the study and exploit of electronic liquids supporting Majorana zero modes.
In this work, we show that such experimental setups can also be employed for performing braiding operations. We demonstrate this by studying a network of Kitaev wires, each one connected to one or more QDs, and show that they host exact MZMs that can be controlled and transported at will by only manipulating the QDs. Additionally, the QDs serve the purpose of parity readout 71 , which is necessary for obtaining the experimental confirmation that the braiding process occurred. By measuring the parity of the total charge of two neighbouring QDs, and considering larger networks with a more complex structure, it is possible to scale up the system with the objective of topological quantum computation.
This article is organized as follows: in Sec. II we briefly recall some results on Kitaev's wire coupled to a QD. In Sec. III we discuss how to braid the MZMs that appear in such setup and how to measure the outcome of such operation using QDs. In Sec. IV we outline the scale-up of such protocol to the realization of topological quantum computation in QD-controlled circuits. Our conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. A KITAEV WIRE COUPLED TO A QUANTUM DOT
In this section we consider a tunable QD which is tunnel-coupled to the left edge of a Kitaev wire, a setup that has been theoretically studied in Ref. 64 , and also in FIG. 1. Scheme of the QD-wire setup: a QD with a single fermionic mode is connected to the first site of a Kitaev wire through a real hopping amplitude t1. The low-energy subspace is described by four Majorana modesα,β (QD) and γL,γR (wire, exponentially localized at the edges). The effective couplings τL,R between the QD and the wire are defined in Eq. (2) and shown in the figure.
the more experimentally-relevant spinful case in Ref. 65 . We briefly review some of their results and stress that thanks to the tunability of the QD it is always possible to have Majorana modes with exactly zero energy.
A. Effective model
We model the QD with a single fermionic mode using canonical operatorsd ( †) ; the Kitaev wire has length L and its fermionic modes are described by the operatorŝ a
The full Hamiltonian reads (see Fig. 1 ):
where e d is the tunable energy of the QD, t is the hopping term of the wire, ∆ = |∆|e iφ its pairing term and µ its chemical potential. Without loss of generality t 1 is taken real. For |µ| < 2t and ∆ = 0, HamiltonianĤ K exhibits topological subgap states, which are Majorana modes exponentially localized at the left and right edges of the wire,γ L andγ R ; for a finite length L, they have an exponentially-small energy ε ∼ e −L . We assume to be in this topological phase.
In order to capture the low-energy behaviour of the full system, it is sufficient to consider the coupling of the QD to the edge states of the wire. We perform a gauge transformation on thed ( †) so that, by decomposing it into two Majorana fermionsα =d +d
, we get (see the sketch in Fig. 1 ):
where ξ = e d /2. Terms proportional to the identity have been omitted and the expression is particularly simple because Hamiltonian (1) is unitarily related to a timereversal invariant one. The effective couplings τ L and τ R
The bowtie, asymmetric and diamond patterns observed in the model (2) when the QD energy ξ crosses zero. Far from ξ = 0, the linear dispersion (solid blue) corresponds to the QD energies, and the split levels (dashed red) correspond to theγL,R of the wire. The patterns are observed both with the effective model (plotted here) and with the full microscopic Hamiltonian (1) (not shown). Assuming |τR| |τL|, couplings are extracted as follows: ε is the energy splitting of the MajoranaγL,R far from resonance, 2|τL| is the minimum gap between the solid blue lines, the position of this minimum sets the origin for ξ, and finally τR is obtained from the zero-energy crossing predicted by Eq. (3).
depend on the projection ofγ L andγ R on the first sitê a 1 of the wire, and can be chosen real; clearly, τ R ∼ e −L . Because this Hamiltonian describes the sub-gap physics, we implicitly assumed ξ, τ L , τ R , ε E G , where E G ∼ |∆| is the energy gap of the many-body system. Three different patterns, dubbed bowtie (ε = 0, τ R = 0), asymmetric (ε = 0, τ R = 0), and diamond (ε = 0, τ R = 0) can be observed and are shown in Fig. 2 . They exhibit a zero-energy crossing, indicating a parity switch of the many-body ground state, occurring exactly at (see Appendix A):
For the fine-tuned diamond case where the energy splitting ε between the two Majorana bound states vanishes, |ξ c | → ∞. All three patterns can be recovered from the microscopic Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). The effective couplings used in Eq. (2) can be extracted through spectroscopic (non-linear conductance) measurements as recently observed by Deng et al. 50, 51 .
The parity switch of the ground state occurring at ξ c can be understood in terms of charge transport from the dot to the wire. As ξ is adiabatically tuned from −∞ to +∞ during a period T (sent to +∞ for a truly adiabatic evolution), the QD which was initially charged unloads into the wire. At t = 0 and t = T the dot and the wire are effectively uncoupled, and both subsystems have a definite parity:
where χ = −sgn(ε). Because the total parityP =P dPw is conserved by the Hamiltonian, the final wire parity must be −χ. This protocol adiabatically drives the system into an excited state similarly to what occurs in the 4π Josephson effect. Note, however, thatP w is reversed here, whereas it remains unchanged in the Josephson setup.
B. Exact MZMs
In the most general case, a finite Kitaev wire does not host true zero-energy states (called MZMs) since ε = 0. However, the effective model (2) is degenerate for ξ = ξ c , and therefore hosts a pair of MZMs, denoted belowγ 1 andγ 2 (MZMs always come in pairs because of the particle-hole symmetry of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian). Thus, a tunnel contact to a quantum dot with a tunable orbital energy can induce genuine MZM, later needed for topologically-protected quantum operations.
In order to gain further insights on the spatial position ofγ 1 andγ 2 , we first consider the simplest case ε = 0 and τ R = 0, so that the Hamiltonian
decouples the Majorana fermionγ R :γ R is a MZM and we arbitrarily identify it withγ 2 . The other MZM is:
whose spatial localization is controlled by the QD energy ξ; for instanceγ 1 =γ L when |ξ| → ∞ andγ 1 =α when ξ = 0. This ability to move the MZM from the wire to the QD by tuning the QD energy ξ is the key to the braiding and readout procedures presented in this article. Note also the spatial separation ofγ 1 andγ 2 .
In the general case, namely the asymetric configuration in Fig. 2 , the effective Hamiltonian (2) exhibits two MZM at ξ = ξ c given bŷ
In the bowtie configuration, τ R vanishes and thus ξ c = 0. Setting the QD energy to zero ξ = 0 in the Hamiltonian (2) decouplesα and thus localizes the first MZM on the QD (γ 1 =α); this is in agreement with Eq. (7a). At t = 0, τ1 = 0 and the MZM is strictly localized onγ1; similarly, at t = T , τ2 = 0 and the MZM is strictly localized onγ2; at intermediary times t = T , the MZM is delocalized amongγ1 andγ2. Provided that the couplings are tuned adiabatically, and that the gap of the higher energy levels does not close,γ2(T ) = ±γ1(0) which corresponds to the transport 1 → 2. Right: Generalization of the protocol amounting to the transport of a MZM fromγ1 toγ2 through a network of N Majorana fermionsγ j (N odd). Once again, the total number of Majorana fermions is odd, ensuring the existence of a MZM at all times.
For simplicity, we will set τ R = 0 in the remainder of this paper. For non-zero τ R , the localization of the first MZM is not exactly on the QD (still it remains in the vicinity), as given by Eq. (7a), but ξ = ξ c still enforces MZMs.
III. BRAIDING MZMS WITH QDS
In this section we discuss how to braid the MZMs that we identified above. We first present a generic argument concerning the adiabatic transport of MZMs and then explicitly apply it to a trijunction where their non-Abelian statistics can be revealed through braiding.
A. Transporting Majorana fermions
We employ an argument due to Kitaev (see Sau et al. 26 ) in order to show how topologically-protected transport of Majorana fermions can be achieved with tunable QDs. By topological protection, we mean that the final state after an adiabatic evolution is only dictated by the final and initial conditions and does not depend on the intermediate details.
We begin with a simple example by considering three Majorana fermionsγ 1 ,γ 2 andγ connected by timedependent couplings:
and represented in Fig. 3 , left panel. A fourth Majorana mode is implicitly assumed to be at zero energy, uncoupled and unperturbed during the whole time evolution. As discussed in Sec. II B, particle-hole symmetry dictates that MZMs come in pair, and therefore there is an additional MZM which is a combination ofγ 1 ,γ 2 andγ and the ground state is twofold degenerate at all times.
The procedure starts at time t = 0 with τ 1 (0) = 0 and the MZM localized onγ 1 ; it ends at time t = T with τ 2 (T ) = 0 and the MZM localized onγ 2 (see Fig. 3 , left panel). We assume that the two higher energy states are gapped out during the entire process, and that the couplings τ 1,2 (t) are tuned adiabatically, so that the system remains in the ground state of Hamiltonian (8).
We discuss time evolution in the Heisenberg picture and use the superscript (H) for Heisenberg operators, including the Hamiltonian. Since the HamiltonianĤ (H) 1→2 (t) and the parity operator 72P (H) (t) = iγ 1 (t)γ 2 (t)γ (t) commute at all times, it holds thatP (H) (T ) =P (H) (0). Adiabatic evolution implies that an initial ground state |Ψ 0 ofĤ 1→2 (0) remains a ground state ofĤ 
Combining this result with parity conservation, we find:
where the sign depends on the microscopic details of the Hamiltonian (here, it is sgn[−τ 1 (T )τ 2 (0)]). Eq. (10) is interpreted as the adiabatic transport of a MZM from γ 1 toγ 2 . Note that the same proof holds if the system is initialized in one of the two excited states |Ψ e , and Eq. (10) is therefore true at the operatorial level, i.e. γ 2 (T ) = ±γ 1 (0). This scheme can be generalized to the case of the transport of a MZM fromγ 1 toγ 2 through an arbitrary network involving an odd number of Majorana fermionsγ j , j = 1 . . . N , where N odd ensures the existence of a MZM (see Fig. 3 , right panel). Again, we are implicitly assuming the existence of an additional MZMγ 0 which never appears in the Hamiltonian but ensures an even number of Majorana modes in the system. The Hamiltonian reads:
The first (second) term describes the coupling of the MZMγ 1 (γ 2 ) to the Majorana modes of the network {γ j }. The third term is the Hamiltonian of the network. Note that none of these operators is assumed to be bilinear in the Majorana modes (they could also be quartic); however, they all conserve the total fermionic parity. Thus, [Ĥ
1→2 (t),P (H) (t)] = 0 at all times, wherê
At t = 0,Ĥ 1→2,1 = 0 andγ 1 is uncoupled. The two MZMsγ 0 andγ 1 commute with the full HamiltonianĤ 1→2 and thus generate the twofold degenerate ground state. We define the partial parity operator P e,1 =γ 2 jγ j commuting with the HamiltonianĤ 1→2 , γ 0 andγ 1 . It follows that any ground state |Ψ 0 ofĤ 1→2 is an eigenstate ofP e,1 with eigenvalue χ 1 = ±1. The sign of χ 1 depends specifically on the microscopic details ofĤ 1→2 but remains the same within the ground state subspace. In the particular case of quadratic Hamiltonians, χ 1 is obtained by computing the sign of the Pfaffian of the matrix defined from the Majorana pairwise couplings 11 . Summarizing:
At time t = T ,γ 2 (T ) is uncoupled sinceĤ
1→2,2 (T ) = 0. Since during the entire process there are two MZMs, the ground state remains twofold degenerate. An adiabatic evolution means that the initial ground state |Ψ 0 is also a ground state ofĤ 
which corresponds to a MZM transport at the ground state level, and where χ 1,2 can be explicitly computed for any specific example. If the process is adiabatic with respect to all possible energy differences in the spectrum, the same derivation holds for an arbitrary excited state |Ψ e .
B. Majorana trijunction
We now apply the generic principles of adiabatic transport of MZMs outlined in the previous section to a trijunction 24, 26, [29] [30] [31] , the simplest setup for braiding MZMs. The trijunction that we develop here braids MZMs by only tuning QD energy levels, and its elementary constituent is the QD-wire-QD setup displayed in Fig. 5 and described by the Hamiltonian:
Here,Ĥ QD-K is in Eq. (1), e d is the energy level of the right QD, andĉ ( †) is the fermionic annihilation (creation) It is built by connecting three identical QD-wire-QD systems through a hopping term t2. A compact representation in given in the upper right corner, where a line stands for a Kitaev wire, a circle for a QD, and a triangle for 3 QDs connected by hopping terms; note that the trijunction we propose can in principle be realized with parallel nanowires. b) The low-energy behaviour of this system is captured by a set of 18 Majorana fermions (see Eq. (20)). c) The entire system amounts to 4 MZMsα1,α2,α3 andγ0 connected to a network of 14 Majorana fermions by tunable couplings ξj, ηj. operator on this QD. For simplicity, both QDs are connected to the wire by the same hopping term t 1 . The associated low-energy effective model in the bowtie configuration is:
whereμ andν are the Majorana fermions of the right QD, and where η = e d /2. Note that we have changed the notation τ L used in Eq. (2) into τ to avoid confusions. An important feature of Eq. (16) is that the coupling between the right dot and the Kitaev wire only involves the Majorana fermionsμ andγ R . In particular, setting η = 0 automatically localizes a MZM onν.
We now examine the trijunction pictured in Fig. 4 , panel a). It is built by tunnel-coupling the inner QDs of three QD-wire-QD devices, as described by the Hamiltonian: (17) the phases depend on the microscopic details of the contacts to the Kitaev wires, and they can be adjusted with a magnetic flux threading the inner QDs. For simplicity, the absolute values of the tunnel amplitudes are identical.
We begin our discussion by focusing on the inner part of the trijunction:
whereĉ j = 1 2 (μ j + iν j ). For φ 12 = φ 23 = φ 31 = π/6 and η j = − √ 3t 2 , the model hosts a fermionic zero-mode
jĉ j corresponding to two MZMs; one of them is simply:γ
Importantly for the following discussion, it only contains the Majorana operatorsν j . For generic values of the phases φ ij and for absolute values of the tunnel amplitudes that are not identical, one can still tune the energy of the inner QDs so that a MZM is localized only on operatorsν j , but the energies of the three QDs η j will need to be tuned to different values, dubbed η j,0 . However, if φ 12 + φ 23 + φ 31 = 0 mod(π) an undesired degeneracy appears, and if any of the phases φ ij vanishes, η j,0 → ∞. These two latter situations should be carefully avoided in an experiment; the following discussion is generically valid for all other cases. The low-energy description of the full trijunction involves 18 Majorana fermions; the Hamiltonian, sketched in Fig. 4, panel b) , readŝ
For simplicity, the couplings in the different wires are chosen to be identical except for the tunable QD energies ξ j . Interestingly, at η j = η j,0 ,γ 0 in Eq. (19) is not coupled to the Kitaev wires by the hopping τ and thus remains a MZM localized within the three inner QDs. We conclude that for ξ j = 0 and η j = η j,0 , the MZMsα 1 , α 2 ,α 3 andγ 0 decouple from the rest. The entire system can be thought of as four MZMs {α j ,γ 0 } connected to a network of 14 Majorana fermions by tunable coupling amplitudes {ξ j , η j }, as sketched in Fig. 4, panel c) .
Note that the derivation of this simple picture only requires that all energies involved in the effective Hamiltonian (20) are small with respect to the superconducting gap of the wires; that is ε, τ, t 2 , η j , ξ j |∆|. These conditions are convenient for discussing the braiding procedure presented in Sec. III C, but they can be further released: if τ is increased, the MZMs start leaking into the wires and are no longer strictly localized on QDs; however, the system still features exact and (exponentially) localized MZMs. For large values of ξ j , η j , the QDs are anyway effectively decoupled from the modesα j ,γ 0 , regardless of their mixing with the bulk states of the wire. In the recent experiments performed by Deng et al.
50,51 on a QD coupled to a Kitaev wire, |∆| ∼ 200 µeV, and |τ | ∼ 100 µeV (extracted from experimental data of Ref. 51 ). The bowtie pattern of Fig. 2 has been reproduced experimentally with |ε| appearing to be of the order of the µeV.
C. Braiding protocol
As depicted in Fig. 4 (c) , we identified for the trijunction four MZM under the fine-tuned condition ξ j = 0, η j = η j,0 . We now show that by moving away from this point, we can implement transport of Majorana fermions following the principles laid out in Sec. III A. We discuss in particular a protocol braidingα 2 andα 3 by manipulating the QD energies. We tune η j = η j,0 during the whole protocol: the system, illustrated in Fig. 6 , is composed of 3 MZMsα j connected to a network of 15 Majorana fermions by three tunable couplings ξ j . At the initial time t = 0, we set ξ 2 = ξ 3 = 0, and ξ 1 = ξ max = 0. The precise value of ξ max is not important as long as it satisfies the condition ξ max ∆. The modesα 2 andα 3 host clearly localized MZMs and the ground state is doubly degenerate.
The braiding protocol follows the one proposed in Ref. 30 and consists in moving across the system one MZM at each step, following the scheme explained in Fig. 3 , right panel. It requires 7 steps, which are summarized in Table I and illustrated in Fig. 6 :α 2 is moved to position 1 (whereα 1 was), thenα 3 to position 2 and finallyα 2 to position 3. The overall effect is to interchange Table I .
Step
TABLE I. QD energies ξj at each step of the braiding protocol described in Fig. 6 , and tracking of the initial MZMsαi through the transport steps. A star ( * ) indicates thatαi(t) does not correspond to a MZM. The C3 symmetry of the trijunction imposes χ1 = χ2 in Eq. (14) , and provides a simple way of keeping track of the signs. α 2 andα 3 .α 1 plays no direct role in the exchange except for the fact that its position is used as a storage buffer forα 2 . During the entire procedure, the ground state is twofold degenerate, and higher energy levels are gapped by an energy E G ≥ O (min(τ, t 2 , ε, ξ max )) which fixes a timescale for adiabaticity. Experimentally, ε appears to be the smallest parameter 50,51 ; for ε ∼ 1 µeV transport experiments shall be performed at frequency well below the GHz regime.
The full braiding operation after time T transfers the MZMs asα
where we have writtenα j forα j (0), and where ζ = ±1 is the chirality of the braiding 25 ; in Fig. 6 and Table I , ζ = 1. The associated unitary time-evolution operator is 12 :Û 23 = exp
so thatα j (T ) =Û † 23α jÛ23 . Repeating the braiding twice results in a non-trivial operation on the degenerate ground state:
This is the signature of the non-Abelian statistics of the MZMs. One recovers the initial state (up to a global phase) only after performing the braiding 4 times.
D. Experimental demonstration of non-Abelian statistics
The previous setup allows to braid two MZMs, but the time-evolution operatorÛ 23 in Eq. (22) commutes with the parityP 23 = iα 2α3 . This limits the operations that can be performed on the twofold degenerate ground space through braiding to a dephasing between the even-parity and odd-parity states, which cannot be measured experimentally. This issue can be circumvented by increasing the number of MZMs so that for fixed parity the ground space is degenerate 7 ; in the following, we propose and discuss a setup hosting six MZMs.
We assemble 5 Kitaev wires so that they form two trijunctions as shown in Fig. 7, panel a) . With arguments similar to those presented in Sec. III B, we obtain that the subgap physics is composed of 6 MZMs {α 1 ,α 2 ,α 3 ,α 4 ,γ 1 ,γ 2 } connected to a network of 24 Majorana fermions by tunable couplings ξ j , η j 73 (see Fig. 7 , panel b). At the beginning two couplings are set out of resonance, for instance ξ 3 = ξ 4 = ξ max . The four remaining MZMs are strictly localized on {α 1 ,α 2 ,γ 1 ,γ 2 }, and the ground space is fourfold degenerate. If we define the total parityP 1122 = −α 1α2γ1γ2 , two ground states have even parity and two have odd parity.
In Fig. 8, panel a) , we show how to braidγ 1 andγ 2 by only tuning QD energies; even if the time-evolution operator exp π 4 ζγ 1γ2 commutes withP 1122 , the nonAbelian statistics can be experimentally demonstrated. The idea is to measure the parityP 11 = iα 1γ1 before and after performing two consecutive braidings ofγ 1 and γ 2 . These two consecutive braidings amount to the operationγ 1,2 → −γ 1,2 as in Eq. (23), and therefore imply Charge measurement used to infer the parityP11 = iα1γ1. η1 is set out of resonance, so that the MZM initially localized onγ1 (red) expands over the entire network. In particular, it acquires a nonzero component onβ1, which is the second Majorana mode of the QD hostinĝ α1 (green). The charge measured on this QD is correlated to the parityP11, as described in Eq. (25) .
Because the initial and the final Hamiltonians are identical, this parity switch is a signature of the non-Abelian nature of MZMs 74 . We now outline a simple protocol that gives some information about the parityP 11 ; it is sketched in Fig 8,  panel b) : starting from the initial situation with ξ 3 = ξ 4 = ξ max , we adiabatically tune the energy η j of the three quantum dots in the first trijunction to the outof-resonance value η max . As a consequence, the MZM initially localized onγ 1 spreads over the entire network. We callγ 1 this delocalized MZM and, because of adiabaticity,P 11 =P 11 whereP 11 = iα 1γ 1 . In particular,γ 1 acquires a nonzero component u onβ 1 , but no component on the decoupled MZMα 1 . As such, the measurement of the occupation of the QD 1:
can distinguish between two parity states ofP 11 with an accuracy fixed by u. More precisely, if the system is in an eigenstate ofP 11 with parity p, the expectation value ofn 1 is (see Appendix B 1):
Many experimental techniques allow for this charge measurement; for instance, it can be performed with a quantum point contact placed nearby, or through microwave reflection [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] . Because |u| < 1, this measurement does not correspond to an exact readout of the parityP 11 , and the final state is projected into a tilted basis (the charge eigenstates instead of the parity eigenstates). Therefore, the non-Abelian nature of the MZMs should be deduced by accumulating statistics on the outcome of the two charge measurements (before and after braiding). In a circuit with uniform tunnel couplings τ , u saturates at 1/ √ 5, but it can be further increased by releasing this constraint (see Appendix B 2). Alternatively, one can use the more sophisticated measurement scheme presented in Appendix B 3, which allows for an exact measurement of P 11 . Note that these measurement schemes can also read out parities of type iα jαk , and that they recycle the QDs originally used for braiding into parity meters.
IV. TOPOLOGICAL QUANTUM COMPUTATION IN QD-CONTROLLED CIRCUITS
The setup presented in Sec. III D and sketched in Fig. 7 provides two zero-energy states for a fixed parity, which can be used as a logical qubit. It is encoded by four MZMs, renamedγ 1... 4 for simplicity, that are spatially separated in the circuit: quantum information is stored non-locally and therefore enjoys topological protection. A representation of the logical Pauli matrices on both parity sectors is given by: (26) and we define the logical states |0 and |1 as the eigenvectors ofσ z .
Manipulations of the MZMs perform quantum logical operations, and the braiding of MZMsγ i andγ j with chirality ζ = ±1 according to the protocol shown in Fig 8,  panel a) is described by the time-evolution operator:
Braiding operations therefore implement discrete singlequbit π/2 rotations along the x, y and z axis of the Bloch sphere defined by Eq. (26) . A standard choice for reaching universality is to complete them with the singlequbit π/8 phase gate T and the two-qubits controlled σ z gate Λ(σ z ). An implementation of Λ(σ z ) with QD-controlled circuits is given in Sec. IV A; it is achieved using braiding operations together with projective measurements of 4-MZMs parities. The implementation of the T gate is discussed in Sec. IV B, and relies on magic state distillation instead of topological protection. gate over |q a ⊗ |q b could be implemented only through braiding and projective parity measurements 37, 39 . Braiding and parity readout are the natural operations one can perform with MZMs, and together with the Λ(σ z ), they implement the set of gates known as the Clifford group. The exact scheme for a Λ(σ z ) gate based only on these natural operations is shown in Appendix C; here we only discuss its feasibility in QD-controlled circuits. In addition to on-circuit braiding and on-circuit parity readout (implemented in Sec. III D), the procedure requires: 
The ancillary pair of MZMs can be provided by increasing the size of our elementary circuit: a version involving three trijunctions and 8 tunable Majorana fermions, therefore providing 6 computational MZMs and hosting two qubits (later called 2-qubits circuit), is sketched in Fig. 9, panels b) and c). For simplicity, we will not distinguish between the control and the target qubit, and we will store both of them on such a scaled-up circuit. The computational MZMs are from now onγ lm =P jklm . This can be considered experimentally if these two QDs are placed nearby (see Fig. 9 , panel a): there have been proposals for building charge parity meters, either with a quantum point contact placed between the two adjacent QDs 87 , or through microwave reflection 88 .
B. Magic state distillation and π/8 phase gate
A direct consequence of the Gottesman-Knill theorem 89 is that operations of the Clifford group are not sufficient to implement the T quantum gate. One could of course use unprotected operations in order to implement it, but the resulting errors would spoil the benefits of topological quantum computation. For example, splitting the two logical states of a qubit in energy during a precise period could amount to a π/4 relative phase, and this could be done in a QD-controlled circuit by coupling two computational MZMs.
An efficient implementation of the T gate can still be achieved. It relies on error correcting codes, and is known magic state distillation 38, 39 . Let us assume that we want to operate the T gate on a logical qubit |q 1 , and that we have access to a second qubit prepared in the magic state:
Then, applying a proper set of Clifford gates on |H ⊗|q 1 (implemented in Sec. IV A) amounts to performing a T gate on |q 1 7 . Of course, a magic state cannot be prepared with the Clifford group, but it can be approached with good accuracy by distillation protocols 38, 39, [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] . Such schemes require several noisy copies {|H i } of |H , that can be obtained through unprotected operations. A distillation step consists in measuring a set of stabilizers on {|H i }, and in implementing some corresponding corrections; if the initial error on {|H i } are small enough, the protocol builds a converging copy of |H . Importantly, the distillation routine only relies on the Clifford group, and can therefore be implemented in QD-controlled circuits. In a topological quantum processor, distillation protocols should run continuously in dedicated registers, so that magic states are always available when needed for a logical operation.
C. Scaling up
A straight-forward way of scaling up a QD-controlled topological quantum processor is to build a network of 2-qubits circuits, each of them hosting a single logical qubit and one ancilla (needed for the controlled σ z operation). As such, two-qubit operations can be performed on neighbouring sites through 4-MZMs parity measurements, and quantum information is encoded in a sparse way, which prevents local errors from propagating. An example of such architecture, which can virtually be extended at will, is given in Fig. 10 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the recent experimental realization of a nanowire hosting MZMs coupled to a single QD 50,51 , we discussed a network of Kitaev's wires coupled to tunable QDs where topologically-protected operations can be achieved by solely manipulating the QDs. In particular, we described in details a trijunction with six QDs where the non-Abelian statistics of the MZMs can be revealed, and outlined ideas for scaling up the network to more advanced purposes. These results show the exceptional versatility and usefulness of hybrid nanowire-QD devices that are currently produced in laboratories.
It is a quadratic form of the vector {α,β,γ L ,γ R }:
(A2) where:
The condition forĤ eff QD-K to exhibit MZMs is:
and we recover the position of the parity switch given in Eq. (3).
Appendix B: Parity readout
Simple readout protocol
The readout protocol proposed in Sec. III D aims at measuring the parityP 11 (0) = iα 1 (0)γ 1 (0). During a first step, the couplings η j of the first trijunction are tuned out of resonance while the MZMs {α 1 ,α 2 ,γ 2 } are kept uncoupled, so that after a time T 1 :
where the set {δ j (T )} stands for all Majorana fermions of the effective model, except for {α 1 (T ),α 2 (T ),γ 2 (T )} andβ 1 (T ). Therefore:
We now measure the occupation of QD 1. Its expectation value on a state |ψ is:
If the system is in an eigenstate |ψ p ofP 11 (0) with parity p = ±1, we can enforce the equality:
In the decomposition (B2), all terms ofP 11 (0), except for the first one, anticommute with iα 1 (T )β 1 (T ). Therefore:
and as stated in Sec. III D:
Note that the MZMsα 2 andγ 2 , which remain uncoupled during the entire procedure and upon which no measurement is performed, are not affected by this measurement.
Accuracy
The accuracy of the previous protocol is set by the weight u of the delocalized MZM in Eq. (B1), where |u| = 1 corresponds to a perfect measurement and |u| = 0 gives no information about the parity (see Eq. (B6)). We have previously set ξ 3 = ξ 4 = ξ max and η 1 = η max (situation 2 of Fig. 8, panel b) ; in the limit ξ max , η max → ∞, we find the simple expression:
which is maximal for a weakly coupled QD (r 2 1) and saturates at 1/ √ 5 ≈ 0.45. This factor actually arises from the delocalized MZM spreading uniformly among the resonant QDs (one hostingα 1 , one hostingα 2 and three hostingγ 2 ). In principle, this spreading could be biased by taking non-uniform physical parameters for the circuit. More precisely, if τ 1,2 are the tunnel couplings of the outer QDs hostingα 1,2 , ε 1,2 the energy splittings of their adjacent Kitaev wires, τ 0 the tunnel coupling of the inner QDs to the wires and ε 0 the energy splitting of the central wire, then in the same limit ξ max , η max → ∞:
and |u| = 1 in the limit where only the QD 1 is weakly coupled.
Exact parity measurement
An intuitive idea for reading out the parity of a topological system consists in splitting the even, and odd states in energy and then performing some spectroscopic measurement. If one can turn the existing QDs of the system into a spectrometer, exact parity readout is achieved without any additional cost. Such a protocol was put forward in Ref. 71 , where Rabi oscillations between a QD and a Kitaev wire are used to determine the parity of the degenerate ground state.
Let us start with situation 2 of Fig. 8 (b) , where the MZMs of the system are described by Eq. (B1). Adiabatically tuning ξ 1 out of resonance introduces a coupling betweenα 1 (T ) andβ 1 (T ), and therefore splits the two parity states in energy. Tuning it further away up to the limit ξ 1 = −∞, still adiabatically, charges the QD 1 and effectively uncouples it from the rest of the system: eigenstates of the total effective model are eigenstates ofn 1 . At this point, the two parity eigenstates have been split by an energy 2ε 0 , which we assume to be much smaller than the other non-zero energy states of the Hamiltonian. The energy of QD 1 is quickly set at ξ 1 = −ε 0 , allowing for Rabi oscillations between the QD and the rest of the system thanks to the coupling term:
Importantly:
(i) The Hamiltonian is still twofold degenerate because of the MZMsα 2 andγ 2 , but as they are strictly localized onto their respective QDs, they do not get coupled byĤ τ .
(ii) The Majorana modes defining the parity eigenstate have a non-zero component u onγ L1 , so that they get coupled to the QD 1.
(iii) We assume that all other energy levels are separated from ±ε 0 by an energy much larger than τ , so that spurious subgap states are effectivelly uncoupled from the dot.
With these conditions, the dynamics is reduced to Rabi oscillations occurring between the QD 1 and the parity eigenstate. In the Fock basis associated to this subspace, the Hamiltonian reads 64, 71 :
Having tuned ξ 1 = −ε 0 sets the Rabi process |00 ↔ |11 on resonance, while |01 ↔ |10 is out of resonance. We assume that the QD is weakly coupled to the wire, that is (uτ ) 2 ε 2 0 , so that this second process is completely suppressed.
Because the QD was initially charged, the system starts either in state |10 , and its dynamics is frozen, or in state |11 , and it undergoes full Rabi oscillations with |00 at a frequency ω 0 = uτ /2. Therefore, after half a Rabi oscillation, a charge measurement on the QD can perfectly distinguish between the initial parity states. At this precise moment, the QD energy is quickly tuned out of resonance: the QD charge has been perfectly correlated with the parity we need to measure, and can now be read out by charge sensing, or be used in a 4-MZMs parity measurement (see Sec. IV A).
The significant advantage of this method is that the accuracy no longer saturates at 1/ √ 5 in the limit of a weakly coupled QD, essentially because QD 1 plays a privileged role. Also, the constraint of a weakly coupled QD can in principle be further released. If the Rabi process |01 ↔ |10 cannot be suppressed, it will occur with an detuned frequency ω 1 = ε 2 0 + (uτ ) 2 ; if the two Rabi processes are in perfect phase opposition at a time T 1 , both parities can perfectly be distinguished. This can be ensured by adjusting η max so that ω 1 /ω 0 becomes a rational ratio.
Note however that this parity readout operation is not protected: an error in the duration of the Rabi oscillations will unavoidably result into an tilted projection basis.
Appendix C: Clifford-based Λ(σz) gate
Here we reproduce an algorithm introduced in Refs 37 and 39. We want to implement a Λ(σ z ) gate on two topological qubits |q a and |q b built onγ The first two operations represent on-circuit braidings (see Eq. (27)), which have already been discussed. We focus on the implementation of the four MZM gate:
We assume that an ancillary pair of MZMsγ 
We then measure the on-circuit parityP 
Then, depending on the measured parities p 1 and p 2 , corrective on-circuit braidings are performed so that the final outcome amounts to applying U (4) . More precisely, if the four possibilities for the projective measurements are Π where the condition (C4) has been used. In the end, the ancillary pair of MZMsγ b 5,6 is unchanged; however, it was essential for the practical implementation of the gate.
